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[ © 2010 by the modern language association of america ] 663 protect me here. With you is my life, with you my death-the whole is with you.
(Letter to Evarts, 6 Dec. 1827) In this letter, addressed to his superiors in Boston, Richards explained that he was not asking the chiefs for their protection, which he knew "they were ready to grant . . . even at the hazard of their own lives." Instead, he was attempting to counter the words of the chief Boki, who had argued that the ali'i should turn Richards over to the British so as to avoid getting entangled in the affairs of contentious foreigners. While it may be tempting to interpret Richards's words before the chiefs as simply manipulative, it was perhaps his deployment of the phrase "With you is my life, with you my death," more than any other action of his, that persuaded the chiefs that he was sincere in his underlying claim-that he was, as one subject to their authority, also one of them. Despite having been a resident in the islands for a mere four years, Richards was able to claim belonging by this subtle yet masterly speech act. The idiom I ka 'ōlelo nō ke ola, I ka 'ōlelo nō ka make ("In speech there is life, in speech death") describes the power of chiefly utterance to decree life or death over persons who transgressed kapu (restrictions or prohibitions). Richards's proper interpolation of continental American self into Hawaiian Islands subject, through this phrase, recognized Hawaiian chiefly power in Hawaiian terms.2 It was also a skillful way to reflect some of the phrase's idiomatic power back on himself. For by wielding the phrase in this context, Richards also illustrated that words spoken at the right time could give life to the speaker.
Richards's underlying claim of belonging was furthered by his ability to suggest the range of meanings of the idiom through utterance, performance, and innovation. Not only was he able to use his knowledge of Hawaiian conventions of correct speech to his advantage, he presented his haole (foreign) body before the Hawaiian chiefs with the audacious claim that he should be treated like Hawaiian subjects. The disjunction between the foreign minister's physical appearance and his artful use of Hawaiian utterance must have struck some of the chiefs as intriguing and therefore meriting their notice. In the end, the ali'i decided to dismiss the En glish consul's charge because, as several of them noted, everyone had known of the ship captain's purchase of the woman. Most important, Richards's underlying claim of belonging-spoken and performed in relation to the powerful and established resonance of the oral idiom's primary meaning, the pronouncement of chiefs over the fate of a subject-worked because it was an artful use of kaona. And this artful use of kaona for a moment undermined the distance between New En gland and Hawai'i, Atlantic and Pacific worlds.
In the following brief discussion, I explore some of the mechanisms and structures of kaona in order to examine the ways that the polysemic and fluid quality of Hawaiian words and phrases affects meaning making for a community immersed in the language, texts, personal relationships, and cultural practices of Hawai'i. It seems almost too obvious to state, but Hawaiian premises about how 'ōlelo (language) functions and its central importance to how people live, relate to one another, and act in the material world are sufficiently different from Euro-American premises of linguistics and knowledge production that a distinctive methodological apparatus is needed for the interpretation of Hawaiian texts, relationships, and actions.3 This essay suggests that interpreters of archival sources have to use exegetical strategies to excavate layers of cross-cultural interaction. But neither historical nor literary disciplining alone will supply the kind of epistemological depth necessary for interpreting the Hawaiian side of these encounters without disciplined knowledge of Hawaiian oral historical sources and how they must be interpreted. Rather than place written archival sources 664 navigating uncharted oceans of meaning: Kaona as historical and interpretive method [ P M L A and oral historical traditions in opposition or privilege one over the other, I argue that both must be drawn on if satisfying histories of inter oceanic relations are to be told. Given the current state of various disciplines that are beginning to seriously engage and interpret Hawaiian-language sources, I believe that it is necessary to create a historical interpretive method built out of kaona as a general linguistic and conceptual paradigm. I use this method to interpret vernacular print and indigenous oral and written traditions in a way that has not previously been attempted by historians or literary scholars studying Hawai'i.
An Uncharted Ocean of Sources
A methodology inspired by the possibilities afforded by the study of Hawaiian-language source materials is possible since Hawai'i arguably has the largest literature base of any native language in the Pacific and perhaps all native North America, exceeding a million pages of printed text, a staggering 125,000 of which are Hawaiian-language newspapers published from 1834 to 1948 (Nogelmeier 2, 96) .4 It seems inexplicable, therefore, that the historiography on Hawai'i has long ignored the existence of Hawaiian-language source materials.5 Scholars for the most part have avoided the necessity of obtaining linguistic and cultural fluency, opting instead to continue basing their histories about Hawai'i and Hawaiians largely on sources written in En glish. Until now most scholars have depended on a slim number of texts translated from Hawaiian into En glish, perpetuating what Puakea Nogelmeier has termed "a discourse of sufficiency" (2).6
Understanding Kaona Mary Kawena Pukui and Samuel H. Elbert define kaona as "hidden meaning, as in Hawaiian poetry; concealed reference, as to a person, thing, or place" (130). Pukui, the foremost expert on the Hawaiian language and culture, elaborates on this definition in her essay "Songs (Meles) of Old Ka'u, Hawaii," describing it as something composed into songs and chants and assumed by listeners, who sought to interpret a composition's layers. In addition to a literal meaning, songs and chants had a kaona, or "inner meaning": "The inner meaning was sometimes so veiled that only the people to whom the chant belonged understood it, and sometimes so obvious that anyone who knew the figurative speech of old Hawaii could see it very plainly" (247).7
From this perspective Hawaiian oral literature can be made comprehensible to a literarystudies audience. Kaona can be understood as metaphoric, allegorical, or symbolic meaning. As Pukui explains, there are two primary ways that we might look for kaona-in what is stated and in to whom the statement refers:
Many poems did not hold to one thought alone. Two lines might be about the beauty of a particular place and next about a bird that perched on a tree. Such sudden and apparently fickle changes in thought might sound peculiar and jerky to a European. But to the Hawaiians it was comprehensible because kaona told the straight, consecutive story, although dressed in a garb of colors that did not seem to match. Persons were sometimes referred to as rains, winds, ferns, trees, birds, ships, and so on. A person might be referred to in the same poem as rain in one place and as wind in another.
(247-48)
For Pukui the kaona of a mele was a veiled message directed at a particular audience of listeners. In more recent times a generalized understanding of kaona has entered common usage among Hawaiians. For those enjoying linguistic and cultural fluency, as well as for scholars interpreting Hawaiianlanguage source material, kaona has come to mean double, multiple, or hidden meanings in individual Hawaiian words.8 No longer is the target audience of kaona specific, nor is kaona the inspiration behind couched meaning; rather, kaona is something of a hidden package waiting to be unwrapped by the deserving, knowledgeable listener or reader. Instead of focusing on the privileging of particular listeners, some scholars, like the Hawaiian political scientist Noenoe Silva, have interpreted kaona as having been deployed by Hawaiians to exclude listeners (8).
Understood as the multiple (and sometimes artistically hidden) meanings of words, kaona is a general phenomenon in the Hawaiian language; we could start with "metaphoric meaning" as a translation, but kaona implies more than just figurative multiplicity. How does one use kaona to think-for example, to conceptualize history-in a kaona-conscious way? Or, more simply, in a way that reflects Hawaiian systems of thought and connection and their tolerance and preference for multiplicity in the relation between not only words but also worlds. The necessity of unpacking the meanings of words and texts creates a ready mode of comparative engagement with the world, shaping relations between people and systems of thought. We only need to think back to Richards standing before the 'aha 'ōlelo to see the possibilities of framing contact through a Hawaiian, kaona-trained exegetical approach.
Another short example may be instructive. Ioane Kaahiki wrote a kanikau (grief chant) for his wife, Manihi, which was published in the Hawaiian-language newspaper Ka nūpepa kūoko'a on 9 October 1871.9 In kanikau, which were formerly chanted at wakes and funerals, a composer spontaneously honored the life of the deceased. The chanter may recall fond moments shared with the loved one in special places; for this reason kanikau contained enumerated lists and frequently mentioned the names of ocean channels, the surf, places, the wind, and the rain. Sometimes these names were significant for more than the role that they played in memory, evoking also the pain of loss and the joy of love: "Kuu wahine mai ka makani anu he Waikoloa / Ua loihi no ko kaua noho ana i ka la ikiiki e Kapuukolo" ("My wife from the cold wind, Waikoloa10 / Long did we reside in the stifling days of Kapu'ukolo") . The cold wind and heat are symbols of the strength of a relationship that had weathered good times and bad; through thick and thin, sickness and health, the couple had remained together. The reference to Kapu'ukolo ("crawling hill") also draws on the meaning of pu'u as "obstacle, burden, discomfort, sorrow" and signifies the drudgery, sorrow, and discomfort that prolonged illness brings to the body, a strain for both husband and wife to bear.
Paying attention to kaona in my translation of Hawaiian texts, I was especially moved by the way in which Hawaiian composers actively selected their words, reaching for the interconnected meanings and contexts evoked by words across a spectrum of Hawaiian oral traditions and handwritten and published texts. But how and where will contemporary scholars familiarize themselves with these meanings and contexts? The only place where there is an institutional infrastructure for the deep learning of Hawaiian is in Hawai'i. Even for Hawaiians, however, studying the language is a challenge, since it is still devalued in our homeland and we have had to live with a colonial historiography that marginalizes the oral and literary production of our kūpuna (ancestors). And yet, because Hawai'i has such a rich legacy of Hawaiianlanguage writings, Hawaiian, I suggest, can serve as a rich example for scholars worldwide of the possibilities and problematics of studying an indigenous language deeply.
Kaona as Comparative Historical Method
The method by which Richards was educated in the Hawaiian language and systems of thought can serve as a rich kaona comparative. It was through this education that Richards was able to save his skin before the chiefly council. Richards worked with Davida Malo 666 navigating uncharted oceans of meaning: Kaona as historical and interpretive method [ P M L A to translate the Gospel of Matthew from Hebrew into Hawaiian in 1825.11 Taking a look at their interaction will illustrate the web of associative meanings that support structures of kaona. In a letter to Rufus Anderson, assistant secretary of the Boston-based ABCFM, Richards described the translation process:
In the afternoon, Maro, my teacher comes and Taua, the Tahitian. I give the passage to Maro according to the best knowledge I have of the language. Then Taua gives it to him in the Tahitian translation, then Maro puts it into pure Hawaiian, and I write it down. When he uses a new word I put the word in my vocabulary and carry it to the chiefs so as that I may be sure to get its correct meaning. I then read the translation to a number of people to see whether they understand it. Thus I have proceeded through seventeen Chapters and hope to finish the Gospel of Matthew in about two months.
Translation engaged Malo's knowledge of kaona, of interconnected meanings and the contexts to which words belong in Hawaiian. Richards emphasized the importance of Malo's expertise in language in a letter to Jeremiah Evarts, corresponding secretary of the ABCFM (7 Oct. 1828):
The author is among the most intelligent of the people and a most valuable assistant in translating his knowledge of his own language, is thorough, is able to give authorities for his use of words by reference to ancient meles [songs] and kanikaus [grief chants], is a valuable member of the church, is often consulted by the chiefs on important business and is esteemed by them as a good counselor.
Richards also recorded important information about how language functions in an oral tradition. The idea that words may be given authority and enlarge their field of meaning through their usage in other orally preserved works is of particular interest here. Malo was highly conversant in Hawaiian oral traditions; not only had he been trained in ritual, spoken prayer, and genealogy, but he also knew different chant forms, like oli, mele, and kanikau.12 As Malo translates the passages, he needs to take Richards's imperfect Hawaiian and discuss the problematic areas with Taua, who was a Tahitian missionary working with Rev. William Ellis, of the London Missionary Society in Hawai'i. Through a TahitianHawaiian repositioning of the word, Malo comes to a more coherent Hawaiian statement of the Gospel. Richards's culturally blank Hawaiian is remediated, acquiring meanings now sonorous with Malo's Hawaiian traditional knowledge. A process of comparison-Malo apprehending a Gospel passage, locating it in a Hawaiian plane of word contexts, and then delivering it back to Richards-leads to the process of educating Richards in the Hawaiian contexts of the words and where and how they function in their various locations, giving the missionary an education in Hawaiian cultural literacy.13 The cross-cultural translation among Richards, Malo, and Taua serves also as a metaphor for the work that scholars must do when reading and interpreting sources.
Curiously, Richards's report provides us with evidence for the necessity of a kaonaconscious way of reading Hawaiian historical sources. Richards's relationship to Malo was the beginning for both of them of relating to an other and produced a mutual education:
When we are engaged in the translation it is really very pleasing to watch the countenance of Maro and see how he is affected by the different truths. Among the passages which seemed powerfully to affect his mind I may mention, "In Rama there was a voice heard." "The foxes have holes, the birds of the air have nests," also the history of our Savior's temptation in the wilderness, together with all his parables, figures and illustrations. . . . We are familiar with a thousand figures, which in our language and to our minds are forcible and beautiful. But attempt to use them in this language and to this people and they vanish. Not so with the illustrations of our Savior, they are always understood, they touch the heart.
(Richards, Letter to Anderson) Richards's singular observation was that the central difficulty of the translation process was not only that he had to stretch himself to understand that Hawaiian words had related fields of meaning but also that the things he took for granted about expressing being in the world were not intelligible to Malo or other Hawaiians. For the gospel to take root, Richards needed to find the correct words and phrases that would resonate with Hawaiian experience and would connect to and draw on established Hawaiian usage. Beyond that, Richards knew that God would provide where humanity was wanting.
In this essay I have given a glimpse of how kaona as a phenomenon generalized to the Hawaiian language can begin to assist scholars in envisioning and practicing a historical methodology that is Hawaiian-based. This methodology, premised as it is on the linguistic structures and comparative thought processes embedded in the Hawaiian language, emphasizes multiplicity, questioning the validity of monoperspectival Euro-American interpretations of contact, colonization, and resistance. Emphasizing the fluidity implicit in Hawaiian, this method provides a paradigm for reenvisioning moments of understanding and miscommunication in contact situations between continental and oceanic peoples-between New En glanders, Britons, and Hawaiians, for example-and other peoples living oceans apart. 2. Richards recorded his words in En glish, so it is not clear whether he simply said, "I ka 'ōlelo nō ke ola, I ka 'ōlelo nō ka make" or whether he changed the phrase to personalize it with "my" and "with you," pronouncing "iā 'oukou ko'u ola, iā 'oukou ko'u make" or some variant thereof. However, even when recorded in En glish the phrase stands out because of its familiarity.
3. I am indebted to Laura Lehuanani Yim for her discussions with me about kaona and for some of the ideas that appear in this paragraph.
4. According to Puakea Nogelmeier, the archive in the Pacific most comparable with Hawai'i's is New Zealand's. Maori writings equal approximately thirty thousand pages of text, seventeen thousand of which are contained in the Maori Newspaper section of the New Zealand Digi tal Library (www .nzdl .org/ cgi-bin/ library).
5. The missionaries from the ABCFM promoted pala pala (reading and writing) in the Hawaiian language. However, the sprawling record of the mission-its letters, journals, official reports, newspaper articles, and memoirs, collected since 1820-is the foundation on which knowledge of Hawaiians and Hawai'i was built, by Americans and others across the globe. For the world study of Hawaiians and Hawai'i to move forward, it is critical that this largely Euro-American historiographic tradition be contextualized in relation to the writings of native Hawaiians in their own language. I hope that the next generation of scholars in multiple disciplines will be involved deeply in this project.
6. The translations that most authors rely on are Malo; Ka ma kau; and ' I'i. 7. See the work of Adrienne Kaeppler, Ko nai Helu Tha man, and Okustino Mahina on Heliaki, a Tongan phenomenon in language and dance similar to kaona.
8. I am indebted to Puakea Nogelmeier for his discussions with me about the older, original understanding of kaona and about the way the concept has changed over time in the Hawaiian community, particularly among composers and chanters.
9. Kanikau were published extensively in Hawaiianlanguage newspapers from the mid to the late nineteenth century. Composers were of all stations and ages-from ali'i to children. The sheer volume of chants and the length of some of them were noted on several occasions by newspaper editors, who published apologies when they were unable to print all submissions.
10. In Hawaiian, rains and winds resident to particular valleys, cliffs, and other places were known by proper names.
11. Malo was a counselor to the ali'i and was trained in oral traditions that included the sacred genealogies of chiefs, mele inoa (birth and honorific songs), kanikau (laments), hula (dances and chants), and religious ceremonies. The ali'i had assigned him to both teach and learn from Richards.
12. Malo composed several grief chants published in Hawaiian-language newspapers. A dirge he composed for Ka'a hu manu, a chiefess, enjoyed such popularity that it 668 navigating uncharted oceans of meaning: Kaona as historical and interpretive method 13. The cross-cultural translation and composition that took place among these three men serve as a rich starting point for thinking beyond the colonial binary native/ missionary and the power dynamics commonly associated with those positions. Further inquiry into these kinds of interactions may form a basis for theorizing potential cross-cultural analysis and encounter in our own period.
